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Abstract—In this work, we present peak-cognizant quantifi-
cation of environmental weathering of crude oil from the from
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. The key idea is to autonomously
extract peak information from raw gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) signals from crude oil samples, and
represent the relative weathering of different peaks in a graph-
based quantitative computational framework. We also present
results from pre-processing the raw signals with baseline cor-
rection and signal normalization. Retention time alignment is
performed by first aligning the source oil by determining the
retention time drift between prominent peaks within the signals
and applying the calculated drift to the weathered oil samples.
Peak finding, validation, and grouping of the five weathered oil
samples to a source oil sample allows compound associations
to be discovered. We present preliminary results as graphical
visualizations allowing for rapid and precise interpretation of
weathering compounds within polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH). Results presented were generated with oil samples show-
ing different degrees of weathering collected from the Deepwater
Horizon spill.

Index Terms—gas chromatography-mass spectrometry, peak
processing, oil weathering, retention time alignment

I. INTRODUCTION

On April 20, 2010 an explosion occurred on the Deepwater
Horizon oil rig, resulting in the release of an estimated 4.9
million barrels of oil into the Gulf of Mexico [1]. Over the next
few months the shorelines of Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and
Mississippi were contaminated with crude oil [1]. Ten years
later, the important question of quantifying whether and how
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much the different toxic contaminants that constituted the spilt
crude oil weathered over time, still lingers.

Complex mixtures, such as crude oil released by the
Deepwater Horizon disaster, are composed of hundreds or
thousands of compounds. These compounds manifest as peaks
in raw instrument signals produced from common chromato-
graphic techniques, such as gas chromatography mass spec-
trometry (GC-MS). Many of these compounds are known to
be toxic to humans and can persist in marine and coastal
environments in varying degrees. Due to the thousands of
compounds it is impractical and challenging to manually
examine individual compounds present in each sample [2].
Furthermore, traditional compound-cognizant analysis utilizes
a limited quantity of the raw GC-MS signal, where only the
known (target) peaks are considered. Chemometric statistical
studies analyzing compounds in both crude oils and petroleum
fuels while the remaining GC-MS signal remains unused
[3]. The remaining unused information in the raw GC-MS
signals will allow quantification of compound weathering and
degradation in the marine environment, aiding in the study of
long-term impact of off-shore drilling and oil spills to public
health, safety, and environment sustainability.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II describes recent work in the field and highlights the key
contributions of this work. Section III introduces the field
data and describes the algorithm. Resulting visualizations are
presented in Section IV for two analyzed ions, and concluding
remarks are listed in Section V.



II. RELATED WORK

The impact of the Deepwater Horizon spill on the environ-
ment and wildlife has been substantially studied over the past
decade [3]–[12]. Of specific interest to the presented work is
the weathering of harmful PAHs as described in [3]–[5], [8]–
[10].

Numerous researchers have created algorithms for retention
time correction when examining raw GC-MS signals. Two
of the most common retention time correction algorithms are
the correlation optimized warping (COW) algorithm and the
dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm [13], [14]. Typically,
after retention time alignment associations are determined via
principle component analysis (PCA) or linear discriminant
analysis (LDA), both have been successful when applied to
raw oil GC-MS signals in [15], [16].

We differentiate ourselves from the previously described re-
search through retention time alignment via a novel algorithm
- allowing alignment of heavily weathered raw signals - and
generating associations via a peak-cognizant iterative approach
prior to generating meaningful, compact representations allow-
ing for rapid and precise interpretation of PAH compounds.

III. TECHNICAL APPROACH

Of the four states impacted by the Deepwater Horizon spill,
we demonstrate our algorithm on samples taken from five
locations throughout the Louisiana marshland between 2010
and 2015. After raw signal extraction from the GC-MS, there
are four main stages of the algorithm: (i) calibration of the
raw source and weathered oil signals, (ii) peak (compound)
searching and validation in the source and weathered sample
data, (iii) grouping of the weathered peaks to a corresponding
source peak, and (iv) generation of meaningful visualizations
for quick interpretation on compound weathering. A brief
description of the stages follow.

A. Chemical Analyses

An Agilent 7890A Gas Chromatograph with an inert XL
mass selective detector Agilent 5975C fitted with a HP-
5MS high resolution capillary column was used for chemical
analysis. The capillary column was 30 m long, 0.25 mm in
diameter, with 0.25 µm thick film. Ultrahigh purity helium
from Air Liquide, Houston, TX at a flow rate of 1ml/min
was used as the carrier gas. A Hewlett-Packard single tapered
deactivated borosilicate liner was attached to the injection port,
ran in splitless mode and set to 250◦C. The temperature was
initially set and held at 60◦C for 3min, then increased by 5◦C
each minute until 280◦C was reached, this was held for 3 min.
Lastly, the temperature was increased by 1.5◦C each minute
until 300◦C was reached, this temperature was held constant
for 2 min. The interface between the mass selective detector
and MS was 280◦C. Specific PAHs were quantified by running
the mass selective detector in selective ion monitoring mode.

Response factors calculated by internal and calibration
standards were used to find specific target PAH concentrations.
A 5-point calibration curve generated for calibration standards

Fig. 1. Baseline corrected, C30 hopane normalized, and retention time
corrected signals for C-3 Phenanthrene, Ion 220.

Fig. 2. Baseline corrected, C30 hopane normalized, and retention time
corrected signals for C-3 Pyrene, Ion 244.

included parent PAHs. From the calibration curves the instru-
ment response factors were used to calculate concentrations
of individual analytes in the extracted samples. The quantified
results of alkylated homologues are semi- quantitative, as they
were calculated by response factors generated by un-alkylated
parent PAH compounds.

An Oil Analysis Standard, Lot #121004, from Absolute
Standards was used to prepare the 5-point calibration stan-
dards. Amber vials with PTFE-lined caps held the solution
of calibration standards. These were frequently checked for
degradation and replaced if necessary. In each extracted sam-
ple batch or 12-hour period during analyses one point of the
original 5-point calibration standard was processed. If this
calibration standard was within ±20% of the mean relative
response factor of the initial 5-point curve it was accepted.
The procedural blanks were below 5% of the target analytes.
In each sample batch the source oil was analyzed as a QA/QC
sample. The average surrogate recovery was approximately
74%, ranging between 55% and 106% for the Phenanthrene-
d10 surrogate standard. The resulting target analyte concentra-
tions were recovery corrected.



B. Calibration of Raw Data

The first step in calibration of the raw data is baseline
correction of all signals to remove the baseline offsets from
the data. Next, normalization of both the source and weathered
data is performed through division with the corresponding C30
hopane biomarker compound found in the samples respective
Hopane ion. Normalization with the hopane biomarker is
done to mitigate machine variance present during GC-MS
calibration, as this hydrocarbon biomarker is resistant to oil
weathering.

Retention time alignment is done to correct the difference
in retention time between runs, or retention time drift. The
retention time drift is calculated for all source oil signals by
finding the differences between prominent peaks, the found
retention time drift is then used to shift the weathered oil
signals. Correctly aligned source oil signals for Ions 220 and
244 are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

C. Peak Identification and Validation

After calibration, peak identification is first performed
through empirically selecting a minimum prominence value
to filter out relatively small, noisey peaks. Peak validation is
performed through a coelution check, where if two or more
peaks overlap the data with the largest peak is used in the
remaining calculations. Valid peaks are considered the output
of the coelution check.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in decibel for each peak is
calculated by finding the retention times at 1/3 of a peak’s
height, say t1 and t2. The peak area, Ap is then calculated by:

Apk =

t2∑
t=t1

|S(t)|2 (1)

where S denotes the signal’s height. Peak power, Pp, is
calculated using the peak area and 1/3 width as shown in:

Ppk = As/(t2 − t1) (2)

Similar analysis is performed to calculate the noise power, Pn.
Lastly, the SNR is calculated by:

SNRpk = 10 log10(Ppk/Pn) (3)

D. Peak Grouping

Peak grouping is performed through looking at individual
weathered peaks for each sample date, if the retention time
of the weathered peak is similar to that of a single source
oil peak these weathered and source oil peaks are considered
grouped. If the retention time of the weathered peak is similar
to that of two source oil peaks, the weathered peak is grouped
with the source oil peak closest in retention time. Lastly, if
the weathered peak is similar to that of three or more source
oil peaks, the weathered peak is grouped with the source oil
peak with the highest SNR. If a weathered peak does not find
a source oil peak it is labeled as an ‘unpaired’ peak, which is
iteratively cycled through after the remaining weathered peaks
have been grouped.

E. Weathering Visualizations

The weathered sample date order is determined based off
degradation profile rather than chronological sample harvest
date as data was selected based off varying degrees of weather-
ing to show the robust nature of the peak-cognizant weathering
quantification algorithm. As such, the chronological ordering
has been removed since the weathering is dependant on the
circumstances at the point of collection of the sample (e.g.
quantity of oil, covered or uncovered, aerobic or anaerobic,
length of time as the collection location).

After the weathered sample date order is determined, two
visualizations are created:

1. The grouped peaks height ordered from source oil to most
weathered signals. The grouped peaks are enumerated as
their average retention time with a unique color for each
group. These will be referred to as ‘degradation profile
plots’.

2. As a graph representing the weathering profile, originally
discussed in [17]. This graph-based visualization shows
the individual peak heights, peak retention time, peak
sample, and ratio of the decline in the peak height.
These will be referred to as ‘persistent weathering profile
graphs’. A sample outlined in red denotes the peak height
was less than 5% of the overall maximum peak height -
indicating the peak might be machine noise. If a sample
is missing in the persistent plot this means the peak was
either not validated, there was no peak grouped to that
retention time, or the peak degraded.

An example and key for interpreting the two compounds in
the persistent plots is given in Fig. 3. The peak height and
retention time is denoted by p and τ , respectively across n
samples. Sample dates are encoded by d, and the relative ratio
of weathering is denoted by r. Peaks are grouped by their

Fig. 3. Graph framework for persistent plots, recreated with permission from
[17]. Peaks are grouped by average retention time τAV G, assigned a unique
color. Peak height, retention time, and sample date can be easily read via
p, τ, d. The relative rate of weathering between samples is denoted by r, or
the ratio of the latter peak height to the former.



Fig. 4. Weathering degradation profile for C-3 Phenanthrene, Ion 220. Peak
groups are specified via unique colors corresponding to the average retention
time of the group. The plot shows the C30 normalized signal height against
the sample harvest date.

average retention time, τAVG, which also correspond to the
average retention time used in the degradation plots.

IV. RESULTS

Results are separated in two sections, one for each of type
of visualization described in subsection III-E.

A. Degradation Profile Plots

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the grouped C30 normalized peak
heights ordered from the source oil to the most weathered
sample. Each peak group is specified by a unique color,
corresponding to the average retention time of the respective
group.

An expected degradation profile is seen in Ion 220 (Fig. 4),
where generally all signal heights decrease from the source to
the final peak. Fig. 5 illustrates the power of these degradation
profiles, an increase in normalized signal height occurs in the
June 2011 sample. This occurs in the compound at retention
time 40.823 minutes (grouped as yellow). This increase would
inform a chemist to further examine the compound at this
retention time - as it may be machine noise, a contaminant
accidentally added in the GC-MS, or - in the extreme case
- an unexpected and unexplained increase in a harmful toxin
requiring further research and characterization.

B. Persistent Weathering Profile Graphs

The persistent weathering profile graphs for C-3 Phenan-
threne, Ion 220 are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. These graphs
span multiple insets as the resolution would be too small to
fit onto a single panel. There are three persistent graphs for
Ion 244, for the same reason.

Fig. 6 shows the persistent peak profile of C-3 Phenanthrene
for average retention times of 35.51 min to 36.31 min. All but
one relative ratio decrease across all sample dates and average
retention times. A relative ratio of 12.139 is seen between
sample dates 2 and 6 at an average retention time of 35.8 min.
However, both the sample dates are enclosed in a red circle

Fig. 5. Weathering degradation profile for C-3 Pyrene, Ion 244. Peak groups
are specified via unique colors corresponding to the average retention time
of the group. The plot shows the C30 normalized signal height against the
sample harvest date. There is an abnormal increase in normalized signal height
for retention time 40.823 at sample date June 2011 when compared to the
remaining compounds.

meaning this increase could be due to random fluctuations
of the signal. This is similar to the relative ratios of greater
than one in Fig. 7, where increases in peak height at average
retention times of 36.82 min and 36.96 min occur between
samples enclosed in red. Further examination should be given
to average retention time 36.7 min, between sample dates 4
and 3 - as this relative ratio shows an increase in normalized
signal abundance.

Of the 17 average retention times shown in Fig. 8-10 the
most prominent relative ratio greater than one is seen in Fig. 8
at average retention time 40.82 min between the source sample
and September 2010 sample. Neither normalized abundance
height was less than the 5% maximum height, suggesting
there was an increase in this compound. The remaining relative
ratios greater than one are between either one or both sample
dates enclosed in red and may be due to fluctuations within
the raw signals.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We introduced preliminary work on autonomous generation
of degradation profiles for weathered polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons from raw gas chromatography-mass spectrom-
etry (GC-MS) signals. The algorithm includes preprocessing
methods such as baseline correction, C30 hopane biomarker
normalization, and retention time alignment between persistent
peaks in the source oil. Peak validation is performed to identify
coeluting peaks. An iterative approach is taken to create
associations between weathered and source peaks, where peaks
in a weathered sample are matched to the closest source oil
peak. Preliminary results on degradation profiles and related
graph-based visualization of peak persistence were presented
for C-3 Phenanthrene and C-3 Pyrene.



Fig. 6. Persistent peak profile of C-3 Phenanthrene, Ion 220, for average retention times of 35.51 minutes to 36.31 minutes. Refer to Fig. 3 for graph
interpretation. Peaks are grouped by retention time with the same coloring as in the degradation plot for quick interpretation. In all cases except retention
time 35.8 the compounds are shown to decrease. At retention time 35.8, between samples 2 and 6 a relative ratio of 12.139 is seen. However, both samples
contain a red circle - indicating the increase could be noise as the peaks are less than 5% of the maximum peak height.

Fig. 7. Persistent peak profile for the remaining peaks in the C-3 Phenanthrene, Ion 220, sample. Refer to Fig. 3 for graph interpretation. Peaks are grouped
by retention time with the same coloring as in the degradation plot (Fig. 4) for quick interpretation. An increase of relative ratio 1.116 is seen at average
retention time 36.7 between sample 4 and 3. Neither sample in enclosed with a red circle - meaning both peaks are not considered as noise. From this analysis,
the development of this compound should further be examined to determine where this increase originates. A relative peak ratio of greater than 1 is seen
between samples 3 and 2 of average retention time 36.82 min and 36.96 min - however these samples are enclosed with a red circle meaning they may be
considered random fluctuations.



Fig. 8. Persistent peak profile of C-3 Pyrene, Ion 244, for average retention times of 40.06 minutes to 41.15 minutes. Refer to Fig. 3 for graph interpretation.
Peaks are grouped by retention time with the same coloring as in the degradation plot for quick interpretation. A relative increase of 3.854 is seen at retention
time 40.82 min between sample dates 1 and 4. Neither sample is enclosed in red indicating this is not random fluctuations in the signal and should be further
examined. A small increase in peak height is seen at average retention time 40.57 min between sample dates 4 and 3. Again, neither sample is enclosed in
red and this phenomenon should be further investigated. A relative ratio of 2.615 is seen at average retention time 40.17 min between sample dates 3 and 2.
Sample date 3 (February 2011) is enclosed in red while sample date 2 (September 2010) is not - indicating sample date 3 was less than 5% of the maximum
peak height. The remaining sample dates (5 and 6) are not present - indicating the peak degraded out. Therefore, the increase in sample height between
sample dates 3 and 2 should not be given as much priority as the previously listed relative ratios greater than one as it it most likely random fluctuations
within the signal. The remaining relative ratio greater than one occurs at retention time 40.57 min between sample dates 2 and 5, both sample dates enclosed
in red circles - indicating this increase may be random fluctuations within the signal.



Fig. 9. Persistent peak profile of C-3 Pyrene, Ion 244, for average retention times of 41.26 to 42.06 min. Refer to Fig. 3 for graph interpretation. Of the
relative ratios greater than one, the most prominent occurs at average retention time 41.26 min between sample dates 4 and 3 as neither are enclosed in red
circles. The relative ratios seen at the remaining average retention times occur between sample dates with either one or both sample dates enclosed in red
circles.

Fig. 10. Persistent peak profile of C-3 Pyrene, Ion 244, for average retention times of 42.21 to 42.94 min. Refer to Fig. 3 for graph interpretation. The
relative ratio of 1.586 at average retention time 42.21 min may be considered fluctuations of the signal as sample dates 3 and 2 are not shown, indicated they
degraded. The samples in average retention time 42.94 min should be furthered examined as there is an increase of 1.025 from the first sample to the last
sample.
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